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THE PROBLEM AND ITS BACKGROUND
This thesis presents a study of the interaction between two
arbitrary fields, named Yang-Mills fields

1

for their originators.

The basic equations for the calculations of the Yang-Mills inter
action are due to modern quantum field theory and its specific
application to quantum electrodynamics 2
Much useful information can be obtained from the formulation
of the dynamical equations for a classical system:

for example,

the classical description of the electromagnetic field, based on
Maxwell's equations, leads to wave concepts.

Then using this

formalism as a starting point, one can proceed to the quantum
theory of free fields, and finally to the quantum theory of inter
acting fields.
Treatment of a field as a mechanical system with an infinite
number of degrees of freedom leads to formulating a theory of the
field by analogy with the classical mechanics of a system of par
ticles.

In this procedure, the displacements(��) of the particles

are replaced by a field function��dwhich corresponds to an infinite
number of degrees of freedom.

It is usually possible to obtain in

a formal way the dynamical equations for the field functions(in
1

1Yang, C. N. and Mills, R. L., Physical Review 96, (1954), 19 1 .
2

Bogoliubov, N. N. and Shirkov , D. V., Introduction to the Theory
of Quantized Fields. New York: Interscience Publishers, Inc.,
(1959), 1 -6.
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the form of the Euler-Lagrange equations) from a properly chosen
Lagrangian function of the system.

Often it is convenient to con

sider these equations in turn as equivalent to a principle of station
ary action, in the manner outlined below.
From classical mechanics the action is defined as S •

j ';t:..(x.) d I(
4-

1

where J:Cicl= ):(!'.;t);. that is, dependence on all four space-time variables
The Lagrangian (;;(), which does not explicitly depend

• is assumed.

on the coordinates x H, is generally taken to be a real function of

.

.

the field variables qi'(x} and of their first derivatives

dc/l'<xJ) 3

;(.CK)=;£, (<t>'<x>

So we have

·

�
,Iµ

' dXI'

The variational principle of stationary action states that the
value of Sis unchanged when the ��are varied arbitrarily over a

�si'fp�t)d1:o.
X
/J</>') ; using this expansion and
inte-

finite volurfl� of space-time.
Now

d� i
£t= ' f4' + (
;Jf

-;J;;(

-)

�ence it is required that

J(Ji,½Jxl'f�l°W

grating the second term by parts leads directly to the Euler-Lagrange
equations.
The principle is more easily expressed in terms of the functional derivative,;..
4><

(Let 65 be the change in S produced when

0

t
the field variables ;' are altered by amount��; over some finite

volume of space-time.
coefficient of
produces
is that

�s . )

!!<-

=0.

Then the functional derivative

o<J,'d X in the integral'
. 4,

Thus if iS=

(fl�) is the

over that volume' which

St�l fi<P d X 0, the only non-trivial solution
i 4

02

In the formal theory underlying the calculation of

the interaction of Yang-Mills fields, it is assumed that the dyna
mical equations can always be derived from the proper choice of an
action functional.

310c. cit., p. 14.
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The theory of Yang-Mills groups and fields is based on a

generalization of the well-known gauge group of electrodynamics 4
The two-dimensional rotation group from which the gauge group is
obtained is replaced by a three dimensional rotation group, then
later extended to include any Lie group.

The Yang-Mills group is

an infinite-dimensional group since the "angle of rotation" is
allowed to vary from point to point in space-time.

The group is

formed by taking the continuous direct product of any arbitrary Lie
group with itself over space-•time; thus the Lie group will be called
the generating group for the.Yang-Mills group.
Discussing the various transformations provided by any group
le ds to two possibilities:
geneous transformations.

homogeneous transformations and inhomo-

In the homogeneous case, the representation

is provided by a matrix transformation written in the Einstein con
Expanding the matrix D ii

in a

Taylor series about the unit element yields the following:

,..,i =

't'

rL £''·l + 5

t

b D j [9(r)jl
[ q"'-(x')
<j:a e 4
�f''<JC'J

°"

- e (x.'fjd

1

)

,

this becomes

)

are the

<j

e� x'ij
Ss<x'Jd.J<'<p j

Defining [ <j11C')-

group elements providing the transformatio�.
�s•-<'(x

1}

J ,
The °YIC) 5

for the case of a space-time dependent matrix.
as

x')

4

¢''=ct/-+f �DJT9< •>J\
t, ((Jc' J

,.. e.

The change in the field variable due to the homogeneous transformation can now be written <j,' ;_-</> i = O'f-'
(',1,.c. -=

Sr: i.

"�d· 4-X

� j ,I,
't' j 6 S

I

the generator of the representation and is equal to

, where
_

�DJ�9)1
gj

G e1.. lj
.

g=e

4neWitt, B. S., "Dynamical Theory of Groups and Fields",
Relativity, Groups and Topology. New York: Gordon and Breach,
Science Publishers, (1964 ), 683.

is

While

4
this is true for the homogeneous case, the change in any field variable
due to any infinitesimal group transformation may be written

f;cf,�SR:c(�K'Jaf�

where the�� are linear combinations of the delta function and its
derivatives and the

�-r-

are defined as mentioned above.

The four-vector potential,A�, of electromagnetism, which has the
regular three-vector and the scalar potentials as components, serves
as an example of a field variable providing an inhomogeneous repre
sentation of an invariance group.
I

dF

changed if (II) A tJ. = A fJ. +- �

The

E

replaces

and

A 14

B

fields are not

, where

F

is an arbi-

trary function of space-time and can be associated with an element
in the electromagnetic gauge group.

Since form (I) does not apply

he e, it is stated that A� transforms inhomogeneously under the gauge
group.
If in the Yang-Mills group a field variable�'transforms homo
geneously, its derivatives will not obey a simple transformation law
since the matrix of the transformation depends on space-time.

(This

last is analogous to the electromagnetic case above (II), in which F
is dependent on the same space-time point as A�.)
I

That is, the
I

1

,4,.J +vj,
"'
,1,J , where
first derivative of the field variable is c/J,,.;J,t= -..I,
.uj'1'
f't'
J l-4
•

the comma denotes the ordinary partial derivative.

4

Thus, if an

attempt is made to construct invariant action functions, a more
manageable type of derivative must be sought.

The introduction of

the Yang-Mills field can be based on the need for this "invariant
derivative" to replace the ordinary derivative in the original action
functional.

This derivative s 1.s
by ,I,.'
. defined
.
r:_ i..l AG(,,-,. A-j
't' •fA,::: A.�
't' •
't' >f'A- +�

510c. cit., p. 437.

5
It has the same transformation properties under the Yang-Mills group
as

qf

has, provided the

Af,

components of the Yang-Mills field, trans-

form inhomogeneously - much like the components of the electromagnetic
field - and

Ge( is

representation.

the generator matrix of <P's

The Lagrangian for the Yang-Mills field itself is obtained
from the analogy with the electromagnetic field.
the electromagnetic field is �=

-¼ �� Fµ�, where the F� are the compon

ents of the field tensor given by F·"-,: A:J,fJ.-�,v
t
case. similarly';(=--.¼ F; 'll pi41-'�' with
The

C�'f are

tA

r,..�

=

.

In the Yang-Mills

A� p. -AfA.v + C�-r A t3,u A� .

known as structure constants of the generating group and

are defined in terms of the group elements (

,
[ �(!�•):
- �]
"� f
d1�J,-o1.. 9=9'�e

The

The Lagrangian for

Fs provide

1

and

g' )

as

C t"'-t, =

(In this section, "e" is the group identity.)

a matrix representation of the Yang-Mills group gen-

erated by the structure constants; hence,F"0( .J,V"�F.....,. J,cr
t-'

«

+C "f-3 A"r F�/A::i.

The action functional for the Yang-Mills fi.eld is then

SA :-¼

S �'l1.F7...J6:�, wh re �Y1is a scalar density of unit weight included to
make

SA

invariant under general coordinate transformations.

The field

equations corresponding to SA can now be obtained if desired.
have the form O= �

�$ = - �•k �
�

f'.

X

They

�v , using the invariant derivati.ve.

�

This result is analogous to the electromagnetic equation F ..J1
,-,.

which states Maxwell's equations, 2• !;= f/�
in field tensor form for free space.

,

::.

0 ,

and_2J<�="(f�+ E0 ��

),

Hereafter, corrnnas followed by

Latin indices will sometimes be used to denote functional derivatives:
thus,

g�S .

,� r.,�

will be abbreviated by the symbol

5,,j

THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE
The primary problem of any scattering theory is that of
computing the scattering amplitudes

As

, where the

correspond to particular quanta separated at large distances

from one another before and after the scattering process.

The infor

mation derived is the subsequent configuration of these quanta after
they approach closely enough to interact with one another and are
again separated at large distances.

A linearized version of scat-

tering theory (in which¢'...o when no disturbances are present) applies
and, in order to emphasize this so-called linearization of the theory,
explicit labels are affixed whenever appropriate, writin'g

IA.• ••A 1n ,-oo)

for the state vector of the collection of free quanta in the infinite
0

past, ( S,�j ) for ( S,tj ) evaluated at4,:o, etc.

Once the scattering

amplitudes have been calculated the transition probabilities and
scattering cross-sections cah easily be computed:
In quantum theory it is generally necessary to replace the
field variable by operators satisfying definite commutation rela
tions, assuming that this change does not alter the functional
dependence of the action ( S) on these variables.
The variational principle due to Schwinger 6 enables the rewriting
of the amplitude (A,B,0:>IC,D,-00)
6

6
10c. cit., p. 760.

as a sum of terms each of which

7

contains the vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude of a product of�� arranged
from right to left in chronological order, that is, of a'T - product.
It is possible to rewrite these as sums of products containing cor

relation functions G t j'1t"•··

(o,oolflo,-co) = (o,00!0 -00)¢!,

such that

1

(o,oo I T(�'�j') I 0 -00) = (o, oo l 0 -co) [ <f>�" q,j; - L G'j.J , (o,ool T ( �'!j�ft"JI
lo, -en)= (o,a, I 0,-00) [��cf,� cp�·• - LP ( <P� G j '�") + (-i,2- G ij'i<"t
1

1

whereP indicates the sum of all permutations.

The higher-order correlation functions can be expressed in terms
'i.

containing only G j' and derivati.ves of the action,

The important

point to be made here is that these two-point correlation functions
can be approximated, in the linearized theory of scattering, by the
0

t,jth component of the Feynman Green's function of the classical S,tj�
matrix (modified slightly to become non-singular).
The final form of the scattering amplitude 7 �s now a matter of
straightforward computation, since all c/,,,'s can now be dropped due to
linearization.

All that remains is a combination of Green functions

and derivatives of the action St�).

(I) (. UA
- •

i. -.c

u j'•[s. '' "''"
8

1 (.j ,c_

A.

f/

+

G""'"" 5

,
I (..J''m"

Os

In this first-order theory

"'

0

HI

.,,,,.,
,4

111 K.

+S· .:"'"1 "G
,

'-'

'

-«..;f..

0

.J1 '".f"A"+-S
' ,1 ,,G _.
"--�
1 t1. M
1\

-:, (

r 11

r:.',.�..i"Jt<:
. � "'\:,I(,,v,,0"J

where the primes denote integration over a particular space-time
variable, and where(,,(� is the free wave function appropriate to
particle

A .

For the Yang-Mills quanta, the wave functions and Green's

function are:

7

10c. cit., p.

7 83,

8

where G(x,x')is the Feynman Green's function for a scalar field,
c,(

-€ :t; is a helicity four-vector, b /3is a Kronecker delta and

( t'v

is a

component of the Minkowski metric 8 .
Feynman diagrams can be used to outline the results of the
calculations.

The first term in the scattering amplitude arises

from the direct interaction of the two particles:

(1)

:x:

The second term arises from the possibility that the initial par
ticles may be annihilated and then re-created in their final states
after passing through a one-particle virtual intermediate state:

A

B

C

D

( 2)

810c. cit., p. 615-619,.

9

The third and fourth terms, which are obtainable from one another
through interchange of the initial or final states, result from the
exchange of a virtual particle:

B

A

(4)

(3)

D

C

C

D

In each case there are sixteen different helicity arrangements 9 ,
but a simplification is possible.

In terms of transverse polariza

tion states, the helicities for the Yang-Mills quanta are:

€!:JJ(P}= .j;:(E,p(P)±l!2lPJ)

l

and the customary relation holds that (E t (f)r= (E :;.(P))

+x-

Therefore, taking the complex conjugate of any amplitude, say,
for example, the process given by
process

-x

-

+

+

+

-

yields that of the

, where the signs refer to the helicities.

This

procedure then will enable the handling of the sixteen arrangements
by calculating eight cases and taking their complex conjugates.

It

will also be convenient to split these eight cases into a pair of
two-by-two matrices, one matrix for the four incomi�g possibilities
when the two outgoing particles have like helicities, and the other
ma rix to handle the other four cases.
9
notson, Allen C., "Interaction of the Gravitational Field
With a Generalized Yang-Mills Field". Doctoral dissertation,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, (1964),

16,

10
The expression for the amplitude has been reduced to form (I).
The calculation is similar for all four terms of the expression, so
that only the procedure for one term will be outlined.

AXB

For the diagram
amplitude expansion is

C

, the corresponding expression in the

u�. .. u�.,... ["Sli.j '111 G "'""'"�
D

11

..:))

1 u; '"' ,..,

l"l�'t<'"'.R\IJ

u.o

In addition to equations (II) and (III), only the third functional derivative of the classical action is needed:

where

b ""'f' �" is

defined as b rr� h"t
l !

it has the form

h (xix " ) ,

In calculating the final form, the helicity terms have depen
dence only on the momenta and, since the integrals are carried out

"'J

over space-time, these terms will be neglected in the proceedings.
-U� -i.fh'r. p:A v' !['' ,· "'"'Sf'" ,.... V i:(Pc.x+Pox)
e
,c �·"' (;J
Thus the second term becomes e "" ., Ls,o( ta'' Gt:·•f"
J
)
"'

where the field variable

cp'

is now

A� .

Upon substituting for the various quantities and performing the
integrations, one reduces the amplitude to

. c..¥

;.:
�:it
I

(2. PA+

t(E) [

1 -� l ( P., - P,, n.2. Pc+ P.)� - ( &- Pe 1• (.2. P,, + Pc)1 + 1 "+

r.f ( 2 P + Pc r -1•"f (.2. P. + P,/ ( Po- rcit' -( P.+2. P.)" ( Po-Pc.�
o

+ ��r(fl.+ 2. Pe)" ( Z Pc + Po )q, -

•ti> (

P. + Z.P.t(l. P.+ P�)J-

)

11
For the first term, the amplitude becomes

0[c��Ec_EG� ( 2, 7 � er 1 M -V - i t-( 's 1 �_ ( ��
(i ��IT�JA!_ 7"'�f ;)

�t") + c f&"( 'et

"f_ 7 �(�V-J] (J:tr/ �(£),

o<

The amplitude for the third term is

[r� [(

Ad for the fourth term, the amplitude is

C,,ief;c_ (��( H£}

P.+ PS( Pc-2 P,.r +( P..+ Po)'/P.,-2.Pc�

+� f-4 �1�0"( PA +Po)•( Pa+�) + 7µ\ Po-Z Pl\ )\Pc.-i. Pet+ r q-( Po-l PA )((>
(Pr,-.1.Pc.)� +7�trf( Po -ZRt)4'(Pc.+-Pa) "" + (�-:i.P0)IA( f'a +Pc.)<l>j +
0( PA -2 Pot( fc-.1.Pra t" + 7 \ �-z Pol( P,rl.Pc.)j.

(�v

In these results,$(�)signifies the four-dimensional delta function,

GAUGE INVARIANCE
As the scattering amplitudes obtained are somewhat lengthy, it

would be advisable to have some way of verifying these results.

A

convenient means of performing such a check on. the scattering ampli
tudes is effected by using the fact, mentioned in Chapter I, that

t e action is left ess ntially unchanged by transformations of the type
i.

<p _,.

cf><"+ sR�(xJx')

�o. f(x'} d'\'

In the

quantized theory this invariance leads to the scattering amplitudes

being left
sine

nchanged when
�

u� _.,.. u� + s R� {x,x') be1. f\x') d 4X' J

the U�are merely disturbances in the fieldq> and can be varied
(

independently.

From this result it ca.n be shown that, if the amplitudes are

correct , they must be observed to vanish when the Yang-Mills wave
functions �� are· replaced by

bf�.

It is more convenient to work

with the Fourier transforms of the above functions, since the calcu
lation involves the expotential space-time dependence of the wave
functions.

d�"' s

s:({P)

Thus, if in any given amplitude U� t (� 1X) is replaced by
p

e'P )( d +p = s l �(tp) -� e t pxdp, the

when integrated over p

10·

result must vanish

•

If in the amplitude the wave function for particle D, U♦!' ( P., ,X v )
l• " 4
�
p. the four elements of the amplitude
is replaced by S(.p
( pl p� e f'
.)
become

s

d

12
1010c. cit., pp. 17-18.

13

A
where, because of the delta function, the variable

(PA+P.-R)

,which has been called

rearranging yields

Pc,'

P

has become

. Collecting terms and

14

�IA�[C..s€C\p (2 P/ -2 Ft·)
r

+ C""eKC \�

(-2. Pet�

:)

+(

c."·"'c:��� (2 Po'"-2 R )

+

µ1r

+

C4'��C r8 �

(- Po 11r+

�

IT'

__

:)
[c<>l �(c�,8 (-Po'�+ Pc�+ F! )

Co(eKC\� (-Z Pc

(-Po'µ_ PcJA) + co<f 4i>c�� (-Po'"+ z R/)

✓

ft'° )
+

0-V

B + 7 [c..q�EC�p

+<:eKc�J

(Pe !A+ Pc P].

Since the helicity vector of a particle is orthogonal to the
particle's momentum, �JA ,
E r�(P8 )

Pe� ,

cr

and Pc vanish when multiplied by €tt-t (PA ),

and Et �(Pc ) , respectively; using these facts in the above

expression one obtains

�

µv

c �' C 'es (-2.Ff") + C�sKC\

[co<i;E C\,t, ( 2. p;) + o(

00

,8 (-2. Ps � + �

V"

;i

[C..se C'•_,g (2. Pc ) + C.,,s,C'os (-2Pc") + C,..,C�p (-Z Pc
;i

C&e,8 (-PslA- PctA)

fA

+C.C,s ,C'es ( � fA + Pc fA ) + C..,_sK c"�p ( Pa�+ Pc

� + 7';i��•
µ�'

Use must now be made of the cyclic identity which is obeyed by
any set of structure constants:
Also note that

l

C 1.Q.

- ,
ca.34 + C'4c:t ca�3 + c'Q.3 ca.42. =o

C l :tX C"'34- -- -C'1.X C"4:3

•

When these properties are utilized, the amplitude reduces to

7 µ<> ( -7- Pe·{C..,s ' c',,� + c., �· C ';is + co( 9K C

[c..,. , c

'e� + C,«;e

"sa + t .. (-ZFt')

c le + c..e KC",a + 7 ..-,) ( re�+ w >[¼p ,C ��

+ c..�,c•P " +c.«,K c �� = o.

SPECIALIZATION TO CENTER-OF-MOMENTUM COORDINATES
Th e amplitud e s calculate d in Chapte r II are
arbitrary r e f e re nc e frame .

e xpr e ss e d

for an

It is conve ni e nt to spe cialize th e s e

amplitude s to the c e nt e r-of-mome ntum syste m, d e fine d by ,8 +

B=0

Eve ry amplitude contains th e four-dimensional d e lta function ,

+R-Pc-Pn),

�(PA

which ensur e s th e conse rvation of four-mome ntum. This
0
3
0
in turn can b e r e writt e n as S (_B+_R-R-R,) b( fl + Pa -Ft-p;)

wh e r e R refers to th e ve ctor mome ntum.
d e lta function state that _F + £i

Now th e properties of th e

- R -_R,

= 0 ex _c tly, which,

by th e choic e of th e re f e r e nce syste m, give s _B+.B= 0
of magnitudes this

e xpr e ssion

I.Bl = 1.�I .

b e comes

In te rms

If th e relativistic e xpr e ssion for the e n e rgy of a particl e ,
:1.
:2.. l.
:t
E :: (MC1) +1£' 1 C , is now us e d, with C as usual se t num e rically
e qual

E a.

to one , the r e sult is that

..... :1 •
- lpl:t __ ,.,

Furth e rmor e , all
2.

0l.

.:z.

Yang-Mills quanta ar e massl e ss, which leads to th e fact that E:: P =IPI,
i. e. , that

ft4= IB 1 1 J

Similarly Ft=R,

0

R�o + r-..
no -- Pco + Roo

,

r{' = I Fi l�and, since

I p,f:: I.Pi\

l.

and now, using

, one f 1.. nds th at

b(R +Ft-Ft-R,
0

0

),

PA =
0

Ri"',

i.e., that

A,.. _
- Pcc. •
o

o

This can all b e summarized in th e state ment·that the interaction

can b e d e scrib e d in te rms of two three -ve ctors
wher e

IPI = 1£?'1= E

follows:

.fl== p

and _Pc=

p',

Th e refore a proce ss might b e diagrarrnne d as

e
s(-B E)
15

oc-p;E)

B= (pp')
_,_

16
In this system the four-vector inner products of momenta become R•Pe=
and R·Po=Pe·Pc=-e(1+co�e).
The helicity four-vectors£.i:will form inner products with each
other, and with the momenta appearing in the amplitudes, because of the
components of the Minkowski tensor.
between vectors

.P

and

p'

In general, with 9 being the angle

, the products are those listed below with i

11
equal to -2.wt , w being the corrnnon rotational frequency

e 1. � (aise-1)
,

�+<P> ·€+(P')

.

(CO.Se+ I)
(CDSe+l)

€.(.P) ·E - lP')
E_ {_pJ · E + (P')
E._ (P) ·E_{p')
E+C.P)·E+l-P)
E + ( P) · E_ (-P)
E- (.P) ·E.+(-�)
E- (P) • f_(-_p)
E.+<P>· p'
E_CP)· P'
E+(P')· P
E_(p)·P
E + C-.P)· p'
E- (-.P)· p'
E1-C-.P)· P

i.b

e (cose-1)
I
y -e' 6 (cose+I)

-:- (cose-1)

_ (co5e-1)

-et � (caie-t I)

e'¾E s·..,s
"1� E s·n, e
-�ti E 5fw�
-i¼ E s·,11e
-e�¼ E siwe

e'

_,
-
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e_(-.P)·P

-e��EsiNB

e�¼ E s·iwe
e:-t ¼ E s·11.u1

Special cases of these results are also needed in the computations, such as E+ (P}•E .- (-.P)
1110c. cit., p. 19,

and

E_(p) • E_(-p) .

These expressions
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can be obtained from the above by setting G�rr in the appropriate case;
t

thus they are (-e ') and

(-e-tt),

respectively.

Substitution of these

results will lead to the center-of-momentum amplitudes.
In their present form the scattering amplitudes are not easily
They should be easier to interpret if they are converted

interpreted.

to some particular and convenient reference frame.
system is that of the center-of-momentum.

Such a co-ordinate

As is the case in calcu

lating the original amplitudes, the procedure is similar for all
components.

Therefore only one specialization to the center-of

momentum frame will be outlined,

As stated in Chapter II, the handling

of the sixteen arrangements is simplified by calculating eight cases
and taking their complex conjugates.

These eight cases can be handled

by considering two matrices in which are included all the helicity
possibilities.
For the configuration
the amplitude becomes

AXB

C

D

having the helicities A_, 8-,C:!: ,D± 1

Performing the inner products indicated by the Minkowski tensors,
one reduces the above to

18

After substituting for the various products from the table on
page 11, one obtains the amplitude for this configuration in the form

2. '"· �

�

5

e"
-4

( cos2e - 6 cos e -3)

s IN

l.

0

- e '-'i
4-

s 1N e
2

+ (cos 0 + 6cose-3)
:i

.
X
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The amplitudes for the other possible choices are

.

_
Lb(E)
2
l"iT P2

2

i.6

4

(cose + 1) 2

l

51ti 0

(cos e- r)
4

4

-i.�
L_

.z.

-

4

2.i..i

i.. b(�)
rbrr.2. P1

e
c"'P" C"e�

+

L6lE} C� t<
ti

lfi,r 2. P1

SIN

2

e

co� e

case
0

C"e�

0

0
- <d-'5

2.

�1-cose) (-f + coie

�
su� 1 & (co�e -1)
2
i.(

�

z

{1-(OS 0)

- L

X:
X:

( /+COS 0)

s1N 1 e (cose-1)

- �t+cose)2 (!+�)+a StN 2 eJ

iJ
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e; s 1N:1. B (cos e -1)
'i

- (cose-1) (3 +cose)
2
2.

_ (cos,: +I) (3 +cos e)
i.

2

e� ' s1N e (cos e -1)

- e,ti;

� , LHE) 1 C,s.oc:C��

/

"\' lbTT'" P

i.'ii

- e2

2(1+-CO e}

i

�

IT, +cosel" (31ose�
:z.

SIN 0

(cose + t)

sn?e (cos e + 1)

- � 1-cosei

2

(�-<t'seJ +

a s1w 1 �
i.�

_ +

i.. �(E:)
C:...eic:C�
/�'\: lbTr
2.
P� 2.(1+<: e)

- e2.

1

SIN 8 {Cose +I)
2

- (I-C
. OS8) (3-Co5e )
2

-•>

2.

,-i.i

(3 -cose}

l.

- � SIN e(cose+1)

If one combines these results into a general interaction term, the
two possibilities are found to be

'

LHE)
4,r�p�

0
0

0
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0

e�� ) &,c-...
J'[

e

c..

Cose +C..s,.G• - .,.

C.\,]

e
(1"i;�� c;., C¥ cos e + C.s• C'pe -C:.•• c•5� o

It will be noted that the sum of the helicities is conserved
in the total interaction.
These last two results give the total amplitudes for the self
scattering of Yang-Mills quanta by means of virtual quanta of the same
type.

They are identical to the results obtained by Edward A. Remler12 ,

who treated this problem by use of an effective Hamiltonian in the
interaction representation.

Therefore, the underlying formalism for

the calculations of this paper is, in this instance, seen to be
compatible with the Hamiltonian approach, which is perhaps more familiar.
12Remler, Edward A., Cross Sections of Yang-Mills Quanta.
Institute of Field Physics, Department of Physics, University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, (1963), 8-9.
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